MODELTEST: testing the model of DNA substitution
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Abstract

Summary: The program MODELTEST uses log likelihood scores to establish the model of DNA evolution that best fits the data.

Availability: The MODELTEST package, including the source code and some documentation is available at http://bioag.byu.edu/zoology/crandall_lab/modeltest.html.

Contact: dp47@email.byu.edu

All phylogenetic methods make assumptions, whether explicit or implicit, about the process of DNA substitution (Felsenstein, 1988). For example, an assumption common to many phylogenetic methods is a bifurcating tree to describe the phylogeny of species (Huelsenbeck and Crandall, 1997). Consequently, all the methods of phylogenetic inference depend on their underlying models. To have confidence in inferences it is necessary to have confidence in the models (Goldman, 1993). Because of this, all the methods based on explicit models of evolution should explore which is the best fits the data.

MODELTEST uses log likelihood scores for identifying the minimum AIC estimate. The output of DNA substitution. It also calculates the AIC estimate associated with each likelihood score.

The user communicates with the program using a standard console interface, where the input and output files as well as some options and help can be specified. By default, the program will accept two classes of input files: a file containing ordered raw log likelihood scores corresponding to the tested models (see Figure 1) or a PAUP* (Swofford, 1998) file containing a matrix of the same log likelihood scores resulting from the execution of a block of PAUP*. Smaller values of AIC indicate better models.

MODELTEST is a simple program written in ANSI C and compiled for the Power Macintosh using Metrowerks CodeWarrior. It is designed to compare different nested models of DNA substitution in a hierarchical hypothesis-testing framework (Figure 1). MODELTEST calculates the likelihood ratio test statistic $\delta = 2 \log \Lambda$ being

$$\Lambda = \max \left\{ \frac{L_0 (\text{Null Model} | \text{Data})}{L_1 (\text{Alternative Model} | \text{Data})} \right\}$$

where $L_0$ is the likelihood under the null hypothesis (simple model) and $L_1$ is the likelihood under the alternative hypothesis (more complex, parameter rich, model). When the models compared are nested (the null hypothesis is a special case of the alternative hypothesis), and the null hypothesis is correct, the $\delta$ statistic is asymptotically distributed as $\chi^2$ with $q$ degrees of freedom, where $q$ is the difference in number of free parameters between the two models; equivalently, $q$ is the number of restrictions on the parameters of the alternative hypothesis required to derive the particular case of the null hypothesis (Kendall and Stuart, 1979). To preserve the nesting of the models, the likelihood scores are estimated using the same tree, and then, once the models have been compared, a final tree is estimated using the chosen model of evolution. When the models are not nested, an alternative means of generating the null distribution of the $\delta$ statistic is through the Monte Carlo simulation (parametric bootstrapping) (Goldman, 1993).

Another way of comparing different models without the nested requirement is the Akaike information criterion (minimum theoretical information criterion, AIC) (Akaike, 1974). The AIC is a useful measure that rewards models for good fit, but imposes a penalty for unnecessary parameters (e.g. Hasegawa, 1990). If $L$ is the maximum value of the likelihood function for a specific model using $n$ independently adjusted parameters within the model, then $AIC = -2 \ln L + 2n$. Small values of AIC indicate better models.

MODELTEST is a simple program written in ANSI C and compiled for the Power Macintosh using Metrowerks CodeWarrior. It is designed to compare different nested models of DNA substitution in a hierarchical hypothesis-testing framework (Figure 1). MODELTEST calculates the likelihood ratio test statistic $\delta = 2 \log \Lambda$ and its associated $P$-value using a $\chi^2$ distribution with $q$ degrees of freedom in order to reject or fail to reject different null hypotheses about the process of DNA substitution. It also calculates the AIC estimate associated with each likelihood score.

The user communicates with the program using a standard console interface, where the input and output files as well as some options and help can be specified. By default, the program will accept two classes of input files: a file containing ordered raw log likelihood scores corresponding to the tested models (see Figure 1) or a PAUP* (Swofford, 1998) file containing a matrix of the same log likelihood scores resulting from the execution of a block of PAUP* (Swofford, 1998) commands. This block of PAUP* commands is available in the documentation. When specified, the program can also read a file with likelihood scores for identifying the minimum AIC estimate. The output of MODELTEST consists of the $P$-values corresponding to the tests performed. In these tests the null hypotheses are equal base frequencies, transition rate equals transversion rate, equal transition rates and equal transversion rates, rates equal among sites and no invariable sites. Finally, the program interprets these $P$-values and chooses the model that fits the data best among those tested following the likelihood ratio test and/or AIC criteria, using a default individual alpha value of 0.01 (for maintaining an overall alpha value of 0.05, the standard Bonferroni correction — alpha/number of tests — results in an individual alpha value of 0.01), or another value specified by the user.
Fig. 1. Hierarchical hypothesis testing in MODELTEST. At each level the null hypothesis (upper model) is either accepted (A) or rejected (R). The models of DNA substitution are: JC (Jukes and Cantor, 1969), K80 (Kimura, 1980), SYM (Zharkikh, 1994), F81 (Felsenstein, 1981), HKY (Hasegawa et al., 1985), and GTR (Rodríguez et al., 1990). \( \Gamma \): shape parameter of the gamma distribution; I: proportion of invariable sites. df: degrees of freedom. \( \pi \): equal base frequencies (0.25), \( \pi_A \): frequency of adenine, \( \pi_C \): frequency of cytosine, \( \pi_G \): frequency of guanine, \( \pi_T \): frequency of thymine. \( \rho \): equal substitution rate, \( \alpha \): transition rate, \( \beta \): transversion rate; \( \mu_1 \): \( A \Rightarrow C \) rate, \( \mu_2 \): \( A \Rightarrow G \) rate, \( \mu_3 \): \( A \Rightarrow T \) rate, \( \mu_4 \): \( C \Rightarrow G \) rate, \( \mu_5 \): \( C \Rightarrow T \) rate, \( \mu_6 \): \( G \Rightarrow T \) rate.
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